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Abstract
For person re-identification (re-id), attention mechanisms have become attractive as they aim at strengthening discriminative features and suppressing irrelevant ones,
which matches well the key of re-id, i.e., discriminative feature learning. Previous approaches typically learn attention using local convolutions, ignoring the mining of knowledge from global structure patterns. Intuitively, the affinities among spatial positions/nodes in the feature map provide clustering-like information and are helpful for inferring semantics and thus attention, especially for person images where the feasible human poses are constrained. In
this work, we propose an effective Relation-Aware Global
Attention (RGA) module which captures the global structural information for better attention learning. Specifically, for each feature position, in order to compactly
grasp the structural information of global scope and local appearance information, we propose to stack the relations, i.e., its pairwise correlations/affinities with all the
feature positions (e.g., in raster scan order), and the feature itself together to learn the attention with a shallow
convolutional model. Extensive ablation studies demonstrate that our RGA can significantly enhance the feature
representation power and help achieve the state-of-the-art
performance on several popular benchmarks. The source
code is available at https://github.com/microsoft/
Relation-Aware-Global-Attention-Networks.

1. Introduction
Person re-identification (re-id) aims to match a specific
person across different times, places, or cameras, which has
drawn a surge of interests from both industry and academia.
The challenge lies in how to extract discriminative features
(for identifying the same person and distinguishing different
persons) from person images where there are background
clutter, diversity of poses, occlusion, etc.
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Figure 1. Comparison of the learned attention between (b) spatial attention of CBAM [38] without exploring relations, and (c)
our proposed attention which captures global scope relations and
mines from such structural information. (a) The original image 1 .

Recently, many studies resort to attention design to address the aforementioned challenges in person re-id by
strengthening the discriminative features and suppressing
interference [22, 39, 20, 12, 11, 6]. Most of the attentions
are learned by convolutions with limited receptive fields,
which makes it hard to exploit the rich structural patterns
in a global scope. One solution is to use large size filters
in the convolution layer [38]. The other solution is to stack
deep layers [33] which increases the network size greatly.
Besides, the studies in [24] show that the effective receptive
field of CNN only takes up a fraction of the full theoretical
receptive field. These solutions cannot ensure the effective
exploration of global scope information (e.g., global scope
contents and corresponding positional geometry) for effective person re-id.
Moreover, the non-local neural network is proposed
in [35] to allow the collection of global information by
weighted summation of the features from all positions to
the target position, where the connecting weight is calculated by the pairwise relation/affinity. Actually, for a
target feature position, its pairwise relations with all the
feature nodes/positions could contain valuable structural
information of a global scope, e.g., clustering-like pattern (through pairwise affinities and position information).
However, the non-local network overlooks the exploration
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faces in the images are masked for anonymization.

of such rich global information. It only simply uses the
learned relations/affinities as the weights to aggregate the
features. Such a deterministic manner of using relations
(i.e., weighted sum) has weak mining capability and lacks
sufficient adaptability. Cao et al. observe that the learned
connecting weights of non-local block are target position
invariant [5], which is not as adaptive as expected. We believe it is important to mine knowledge from the relations
through a modeling function and leverage such valuable
global scope structural information to infer attention.
In this paper, we propose an effective Relation-Aware
Global Attention (RGA) module to efficiently learn discriminative features for person re-id. RGA explicitly explores the global scope relations for mining the structural
information (clustering-like information). This is helpful
for implicitly inferring semantics and thus attention. Fig. 1
shows our learned attention on the person re-id images.
Thanks to the introduction and mining of global scope relations, our attention can focus on the discriminative human
body regions. As illustrated in Fig. 2 (c), for each feature
node, e.g., a feature vector of a spatial position on a feature
map, we model the pairwise relations of this node with respect to all the nodes and compactly stack the relations as a
vector (which represents the global structural information)
together with the feature of the node itself to infer the attention intensity via a small model. In this way, we take into
account both the appearance feature and its global scope relations, to determine the feature importance from a global
view. This mechanism is also consistent with the perception of human in finding discriminative features: making a
global scope comparison to determine the importance.
In summary, we have made two major contributions:
• We propose to globally learn the attention for each feature node by taking a global view of the relations among
the features. With the global scope relations having valuable structural (clustering-like) information, we propose
to mine semantics from relations for deriving attention
through a learned function. Specifically, for a feature
node, we build a compact representation by stacking its
pairwise relations with respect to all feature nodes as a
vector and mine patterns from it for attention learning.
• We design a relation-aware global attention (RGA) module which compactly represents the global scope relations
and derives the attention based on them via two convolutional layers. We apply such design to spatial (RGA-S)
and channel dimensions (RGA-C) and demonstrate its effectiveness for person re-id.
We conduct extensive ablation studies to demonstrate the
effectiveness of the proposed RGA in finding discriminative features and suppressing irrelevant ones for person reid. Our scheme empowered by RGA modules achieves
the state-of-the art performance on the benchmark datasets
CUHK03 [21], Market1501 [46], and MSMT17[37].

2. Related Work
2.1. Attention and Person Re-id
Attention aims to focus on important features and suppress irrelevant features. This well matches the goal of handling aforementioned challenges in person re-id and is thus
attractive. Many works learn the attention using convolutional operations with small receptive fields on feature maps
[32, 45, 22, 6]. However, intuitively, to have a good sense
of whether a feature node is important or not, one should
know the features of global scope which facilitates the comparisons needed for decision.
In order to introduce more contextual information, Wang
et al. and Yang et al. stack many convolutional layers in
their encoder-decoder style attention module to have larger
receptive fields [33, 40]. Woo et al. use a large filter size of
7×7 over the spatial features in their Convolutional Block
Attention Module (CBAM) to produce a spatial attention
map [38]. In [42], a non-local block [35] is inserted before
the encoder-decoder style attention module to enable attention learning based on globally refined features. Limited by
the practical receptive fields, all these approaches are not efficient in capturing the large scope information to globally
determine the spatial attention.
Some works explore the external clues of human semantics (pose or mask) as attention or to use them to guide the
learning of attention [39, 28, 29, 44]. The explicit semantics
which represent human structures is helpful for determining
the attention. However, the external annotation or additional
model for pose/mask estimation is usually required.
In this paper, we intend to explore the respective global
scope relations for each feature node to learn attention. The
structural information in the relation representation which
includes both affinity and location information is helpful for
learning semantics and infer attention.

2.2. Non-local/Global Information Exploration
Exploration of non-local/global information has been
demonstrated to be very useful for image denoising [3, 8, 4],
texture synthesis [10], super-resolution [14], inpainting [2],
and even high level tasks such as image recognition, object
segmentation [35] and action localization [7]. Non-local
block in [35] aims at strengthening the features of the target position via aggregating information from all positions.
For each target position/node, to obtain an aggregated feature, they compute a weighted summation of features of all
positions (sources), with each weight obtained by computing the pairwise relation/affinity between the source feature
node and target feature node. Then, the aggregated feature is added to the feature of the target position to form
the output. Cao et al. visualized the target position specific
connecting weights of source positions and surprisingly observed that the connecting weights are not specific to the
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target positions [5], i.e., the vector of connecting weights is
invariant to the target positions where a connecting weight
from a source position is actually only related to the feature of this source position. Simplified non-local block [5]
exploits such target position invariant characteristic and determines each connecting weight by the source feature node
only, which achieves very close performance as the original
non-local. Note that the aggregated feature vector which is
added to each target position is thus the same for different
target positions and there is a lack of target position specific
adaptation.
Even though non-local block also learns pairwise relations (connecting weights), the global scope structural information is not well exploited. They just use them as
weights to aggregate the features in a deterministic manner and have not mined the valuable information from the
relations. Different from non-local block, we aim to dig
more useful information from a stacked relation representation and derive attention from it through a learned model.
Our work is an exploration on how to make better use of
relations and we hope it will inspire more works from the
research community.

3. Relation-Aware Global Attention
For discriminative feature extraction in person re-id, we
propose a Relation-aware Global Attention (RGA) module
which makes use of the compact global scope structural relation information to infer the attention. In this section,
we first give the problem formulation and introduce our
main idea in Subsec. 3.1. For CNN, we elaborate on the
designed spatial relation-aware global attention (RGA-S)
in Subsec. 3.2 and channel relation-aware global attention
(RGA-C) in Subsec. 3.3, respectively. We analyze and discuss the differences between our attention and some related
approaches in Subsec. 3.4.

3.1. Formulation and Main Idea
Generally, for a feature set V = {xi ∈ Rd , i =
1, · · · , N } of N correlated features with each of d dimensions, the goal of attention is to learn a mask denoted by
a = (a1 , · · · , aN ) ∈ RN for the N features to weight/mask
them according to their relative importance. Note that we
also refer to a feature vector as feature node or feature.
Two common strategies are used to learn the attention
value ai of the ith feature vector, as illustrated in Fig. 2 (a)
and (b). (a) Local attention: the attention for a feature node
is determined locally, e.g., applying a shared transformation
function F on itself, i.e., ai = F(xi ) [32]. However, such
local strategies do not fully exploit the correlations from a
global view and ignore the global scope structural information. For vision tasks, deep layers [33] or large-size kernels
[38] are used to remedy this problem. (b) Global attention:
one solution is to use all the feature nodes (e.g. by concate-
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Figure 2. Illustration of learning attention values a1 , · · · , a5 for
five feature vectors/nodes x1 , · · · , x5 . (a) Local attention: learn
attention locally (e.g., based on individual feature as shown). (b)
Global attention: learn attention jointly from all the 5 feature vectors (e.g., by concatenating them together). (c) Proposed relationaware global attention: learn attention by taking into account the
global relation information. For the ith (here i = 1) feature vector,
the global scope relation information is represented by stacking the
pairwise relations ri = [ri,1 , · · · , ri,5 , r1,i , · · · , r5,i ]. Note that
ri&j = [ri,j , rj,i ]. Unlike (a) that lacks global awareness and (b)
that lacks explicit relation exploration, our proposed attention is
determined through a learned function with the global scope relations which contain structural information as input.

nation) together to jointly learn attention, e.g., using fully
connected operations. However, this is usually computationally inefficient and difficult to optimize, as it requires a
large number of parameters especially when the number of
features N is large [23].
In contrast to these strategies, we propose a relationaware global attention that enables i) the exploitation of
global structural information and knowledge mining, and
ii) the use of shared transformation function for different
individual feature positions to derive the attention. For reid, the latter makes it possible to globally compute the attention by using local convolutional operations. Fig. 2 (c)
illustrates our basic idea for the proposed relation-aware
global attention. The main idea is to exploit the pairwise
relation (e.g. affinity/similarity) of the current (ith ) feature
node with all the feature nodes, respectively, and stack them
(with some fixed order) to compactly represent the global
structural information for the current feature node. Specifically, we use ri,j to represent the affinity between the ith
feature and the j th feature. For the feature node xi , its affinity vector is ri = [ri,1 , ri,2 , · · · , ri,N , r1,i , r2,i , · · · , rN,i ].
Then, we use the feature itself and the pairwise relations,
i.e., yi = [xi , ri ], as the feature used to infer its attention through a learned transformation function. Note that
yi contains global information.
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Figure 3. Diagram of our proposed Spatial Relation-aware Global Attention (RGA-S) and Channel Relation-aware Global Attention (RGAC). When computing the attention at a feature position, in order to grasp information of global scope, we stack the pairwise relation items,
i.e., its correlations/affinities with all the feature positions, and the unary item, i.e., the feature of this position, for learning the attention
with convolutional operations.

Mathematically, we denote the set of features and their
relations by a graph G = (V, E), which comprises the node
set V of N features, together with an edge set E = {ri,j ∈
R, i = 1, · · · , N and j = 1, · · · , N }. The edge ri,j represents the relation between the ith node and the j th node.
The pairwise relations for all the nodes can be represented
by an affinity matrix R ∈ RN ×N , where the relation between node i and j is ri,j = R(i, j). ri = [R(i, :), R(:, i)],
where R(i, :) denotes the ith row of R and R(:, i) denotes
the ith column of R.
Discussion: For the ith feature node xi , its corresponding relation vector ri provides a compact representation to
capture the global structural information, i.e., both the position information and pairwise affinities with respect to
all feature nodes. With the pairwise relation values denoting the similarity/affinity between every feature node and
the current feature node while their locations in the relation vector denoting the positions (indexes) of the feature
nodes, the relation vector reflects the clustering states and
patterns of all the nodes with respect to the current node,
which benefits the global determination of the relative importance (attention) of xi . With such affluent structural information/patterns contained, we propose to mine from the
relations for effectively learning attention through a modeling function. The structural patterns of person re-id images
span in a learnable space considering the feasible poses are
constrained by the human physical structure.

3.2. Spatial Relation-Aware Global Attention
Given an intermediate feature tensor X ∈ RC×H×W of
width W , height H, and C channels from a CNN layer,
we design a spatial relation-aware attention block, namely
RGA-S, for learning a spatial attention map of size H × W .
We take the C-dimensional feature vector at each spatial
position as a feature node. All the spatial positions form a

graph Gs of N = W × H nodes. As illustrated in Fig. 3 (a),
we raster scan the spatial positions and assign their identification number as 1,· · · , N . We represent the N feature
nodes as xi ∈ RC , where i = 1, · · · , N .
The pairwise relation (i.e. affinity) ri,j from node i to
node j can be defined as a dot-product affinity in the embedding spaces as:
ri,j = fs (xi , xj ) = θs (xi )T φs (xj ),

(1)

where θs and φs are two embedding functions implemented
by a 1 × 1 spatial convolutional layer followed by batch
normalization (BN) and ReLU activation, i.e. θs (xi ) =
ReLU (Wθ xi ), φs (xi ) = ReLU (Wφ xi ), where Wθ ∈
C
C
R s1 ×C and Wφ ∈ R s1 ×C . s1 is a pre-defined positive
integer which controls the dimension reduction ratio. Note
that BN operations are all omitted to simplify the notation.
Similarly, we can get the affinity from node j to node i as
rj,i = fs (xj , xi ). We use the pair (ri,j , rj,i ) to describe
the bi-directional relations between xi and xj . Then, we
represent the pairwise relations among all the nodes by an
affinity matrix Rs ∈ RN ×N .
For the ith feature node, we stack its pairwise relations
with all the nodes in a certain fixed order (e.g., raster scan
order), i.e., node identities as j = 1, 2, · · · , N , to obtain a
relation vector ri = [Rs (i, :), Rs (:, i)] ∈ R2N . For example, as in Fig. 3 (a), the sixth row and the sixth column of
the affinity matrix Rs , i.e. r6 = [Rs (6, :), Rs (:, 6)], is taken
as the relation features for deriving the attention of the sixth
spatial position.
To learn the attention of the ith feature node, besides the
pairwise relation items ri , we also include the feature itself
xi to exploit both the global scope structural information
relative to this feature and the local original information.
Considering these two kinds of information are not in the
same feature domain, we embed them respectively and con-
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catenate them to get the spatial relation-aware feature yei :
yei = [poolc (ψs (xi )), ϕs (ri )],

(2)

where ψs and ϕs denote the embedding functions for the
feature itself and the global relations, respectively. They
are both implemented by a spatial 1 × 1 convolutional
layer followed by BN and ReLU activation, i.e., ψs (xi ) =
ReLU (Wψ xi ), ϕs (ri ) = ReLU (Wϕ ri ), where Wψ ∈
2N
C
R s1 ×C , Wϕ ∈ R 2s1 ×2N . poolc (·) denotes global average
pooling operation along the channel dimension to further
reduce the dimension to 1. Then yei ∈ R1+N/s1 . Note that
other convolution kernel size (e.g. 3×3) can also be used.
We found they achieve very similar performance so that we
use 1 × 1 convolutional layer for lower complexity.
The global scope relations contain affluent structural information (e.g., clustering-like state in feature space with
semantics), we propose to mine valueable knowledge from
them for inferring attention through a learnable model. We
obtain the spatial attention value ai for the ith feature/node
through a modeling function as:
ai = Sigmoid(W2 ReLU (W1 yei )),

(3)

where W1 and W2 are implemented by 1 × 1 convolution
followed by BN. W1 shrinks the channel dimension with a
ratio of s2 and W2 transforms the channel dimension to 1.

3.3. Channel Relation-Aware Global Attention
Given an intermediate feature tensor X ∈ RC×H×W ,
we design a relation-aware channel attention block, namely
RGA-C, for learning a channel attention vector of C dimensions. We take the d = H × W -dimensional feature map
at each channel as a feature node. All the channels form a
graph Gc of C nodes. We represent the C feature node as
xi ∈ Rd , where i = 1, · · · , C.
Similar to spatial relation, the pairwise relation ri,j from
node i to node j can be defined as a dot-product affinity in
the embedding spaces as:
ri,j = fc (xi , xj ) = θc (xi )T φc (xj ),

(4)

where θc and φc are two embedding functions that are
shared among feature nodes. We achieve the embedding
by first spatially flattening the input tensor X into X ′ ∈
R(HW )×C×1 and then using a 1 × 1 convolution layer with
BN followed by ReLU activation to perform a transformation on X ′ . As illustrated in Fig. 3 (b), we obtain and then
represent the pairwise relations for all the nodes by an affinity matrix Rc ∈ RC×C .
For the ith feature node, we stack its corresponding pairwise relations with all the nodes to have a relation vector
ri = [Rc (i, :), Rc (:, i)] ∈ R2C , to represent the global
structural information.

To infer the attention of the ith feature node, similar to
the derivation of the spatial attention, besides the pairwise
relation items ri , we also include the feature itself xi . Similar to Eq. (2) and (3), we obtain the channel relation-aware
feature yi and then the channel attention value ai for the
ith channel. Note that all the transformation functions are
shared by nodes/channels. There is no fully connected operation across channels.

3.4. Analysis and Discussion
We analyze and discuss the differences from other related approaches. Moreover, we discuss the joint use of the
spatial and channel RGA and their integration strategies.
RGA vs. CBAM[38]. Most of the attention mechanisms in CNN are actually local attention, which determines the attention of a feature position using local context
[38, 33, 32, 22]. Taking the representative attention module
CBAM [38] as an example, it uses a convolution operation
of filter size 7×7 followed by sigmoid activation function to
determine the attention of a spatial feature position. Therefore, only 7 × 7 = 49 neighboring feature nodes are exploited to determine the attention of the center position. In
contrast, for our spatial RGA (RGA-S), for a spatial feature
position, we jointly exploit the feature nodes at all spatial
positions to globally determine the attention. We achieve
this through simple 1 × 1 convolutional operations on the
vector of stacked relations.
RGA vs. Non-local (NL) [35] and Simplified NL [5].
Non-local block [35] exploits the global context to refine
the feature at each spatial position. For a target feature position, to obtain an aggregated feature which is then added to
the original feature for refinement, they compute a weighted
summation of features of source positions. Even though
there is structural information from the pairwise relations,
non-local overlooks the exploration of such valuable information and only uses the relations as weights for feature aggregation through such a deterministic manner. As observed
and analyzed by Cao et al. [5], the connecting weights in
non-local block are invariant to the target positions, with
each connecting weight locally determined by the source
feature node itself. Therefore, the vector of the connecting
weights is the same for different target positions, so is the
corresponding aggregated feature vector. This results in a
lack of target position specific adaptation. In contrast, in
our RGA, even though we similarly make use of the pairwise relations, our intention is rather different which is to
mine knowledge from the global scope structural information of the relations through a learned modeling function.
Usage of RGA-S and RGA-C. RGA-S and RGA-C can be
plugged into any CNN network in a plug-and-play fashion.
We can use RGA-S or RGA-C alone, or jointly use them
in sequence (e.g., apply RGA-C following RGA-S which is
denoted as RGA-SC) or in parallel (RGA-S//C).
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4. Experiments
4.1. Implementation Details and Datasets
Network Settings. Following the common practices in reid [41, 1, 43], we take ResNet-50 [15] to build our baseline
network and integrate our RGA modules into the RetNet50 backbone for effectiveness validation. Similar to [30,
43], the last spatial down-sampling operation in the conv5 x
block is removed. In our experiments, we add the proposed
RGA modules after all of the four residual blocks (including
conv2 x, conv3 x, conv4 x and conv5 x). For brevity, we
also refer to the scheme as RGA. Within RGA modules, we
set the ratio parameters s1 and s2 to be 8. We use both
identification (classification) loss with label smoothing [31]
and triplet loss with hard mining [16] as supervision. Note
that we do not implement re-ranking [49].
Training. We use the commonly used data augmentation strategies of random cropping [36], horizontal flipping,
and random erasing [50, 36, 32]. The input image size is
256 × 128 for all the datasets. The backbone network is
pre-trained on ImageNet [9]. We adopt the Adam optimizer
to train all models for 600 epochs with the learning rate of
8 × 10−4 and the weight decay of 5 × 10−4 .
Datasets and Evaluation Metrics. We conduct experiments on three public person re-id datasets, i.e., CUHK03
[21], Market1501 [46], and the large-scale MSMT17 [37].
We follow the common practices and use the cumulative
matching characteristics (CMC) at Rank-1 (R1) and mean
average precision (mAP) to evaluate the performance.

4.2. Ablation Study
Following the common practice, we perform the ablation
studies on two representative datasets CUHK03 (with the
Labeled bounding box setting) and Market1501.
RGA related Models vs. Baseline. Table 1 shows the comparisons of our spatial RGA (RGA-S), channel RGA (RGAC), their combinations, and the baseline. We observe that:
1) Either RGA-S or RGA-C significantly improves the performance over Baseline. On CUHK03, RGA-S, RGA-C, and
the sequentially combined version RGA-SC significantly
outperform Baseline by 5.7%, 6.6%, and 8.4% respectively on mAP, and 5.5%, 5.5%, and 7.3% respectively on
Rank-1 accuracy. On Market1501, even though the performance of Baseline is already very high, RGA-S and RGA-C
improve the mAP by 3.8% and 4.2%, respectively.
2) For learning attention, even without taking the visual features (Ori.), i.e., feature itself, as part of the input, using the
proposed global relation representation itself (RGA-S w/o
Ori. or RGA-C w/o Ori.) significantly outperforms Baseline, by e.g. 5.0% or 5.9% in mAP accuracy on CUHK03.
3) For learning attention, without taking the proposed global
relation (Rel.) as part of the input, the scheme RGA-S w/o
Rel. or RGA-C w/o Rel. are inferior to our scheme RGA-S

Table 1. Performance (%) comparisons of our models with the
baseline, and the effectiveness of the global relation representation (Rel.) and the feature itself (Ori.). w/o: without.
CUHK03(L)
Market1501
Model
R1
mAP
R1
mAP
Baseline

ResNet-50

73.8

69.0

94.2

83.7

Spatial

RGA-S w/o Rel.
RGA-S w/o Ori.
RGA-S

76.8
78.2
79.3

72.3
74.0
74.7

94.3
95.4
96.0

83.8
86.7
87.5

Channel

RGA-C w/o Rel.
RGA-C w/o Ori.
RGA-C

77.8
78.1
79.3

73.7
74.9
75.6

94.7
95.4
95.9

84.8
87.1
87.9

RGA-S//C
RGA-CS
RGA-SC

77.3
78.6
81.1

73.4
75.5
77.4

95.3
95.3
96.1

86.6
87.8
88.4

Both

or RGA-C by 2.4% or 1.9% in mAP accuracy on CUKH03.
Both 2) and 3) demonstrate that global scope relation representation is very powerful for learning attention.
4) The combination of the spatial RGA and channel RGA
achieves the best performance. We study three ways of
combination: parallel with a fusion (RGA-S//C), sequential spatial-channel (RGA-SC), sequential channel-spatial
(RGA-CS). RGA-SC achieves the best performance, 2.7%
and 1.8% higher than RGA-S and RGA-C, respectively, in
mAP accuracy on CUHK03. Sequential architecture allows
the later module to learn attention based on modulated features resulting from its preceding attention module, which
makes the optimization easier.
RGA vs. Other Approaches. For fairness of comparison,
we re-implement their designs on top of our baseline and
show the results in Table 2.
1) Spatial attention. CBAM-S [38] uses a large filter
size of 7×7 to learn attention while FC-C [23] uses fully
connection over the (channel-pooled) spatial feature maps.
Non-local(NL) [35] takes pairwise relations/affinities as the
weights to obtain an aggregated feature for refinement. SNL
is a simplified scheme of non-local [5], which determines
the weight for aggregation using only the source feature
itself. NL ignores the mining of the global scope structural information from the relations and only uses them for
weighted sum. In contrast, our RGA aims to mine from the
relations. It is observed that the weights for aggregation in
schemes NL and SNL are invariant to the target positions
[5]. Thanks to the exploration of global structural information and its mining through learnable modeling function,
our RGA-S achieves the best performance, which is about
2% better than the others in mAP accuracy on CUHK03(L).
To better understand the difference between the nonlocal NL [35] and our RGA-S, we visualize their learned
pairwise relation/affinity values with respect to three randomly selected target positions in Fig. 4. We find that the
relation values are target position invariant for the non-local
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Baseline

ResNet-50

73.8

69.0

94.2

83.7

Spatial

CBAM-S [38]
FC-S [23]
NL [35]
SNL [5]
RGA-S (Ours)

77.3
77.0
76.6
77.4
79.3

72.8
73.0
72.6
72.4
74.7

94.8
95.2
95.6
95.7
96.0

85.6
86.2
87.4
87.3
87.5

Channel

SE [18]
CBAM-C [38]
FC-C [23]
RGA-C (Ours)

76.3
76.9
77.4
79.3

71.9
72.7
72.9
75.6

95.2
95.3
95.3
95.9

86.0
86.3
86.7
87.9

Both

CBAM-CS[38]
FC-S//C [23]
RGA-SC (Ours)

78.0
78.4
81.1

73.0
73.2
77.4

95.0
94.8
96.1

85.6
85.0
88.4

scheme (top row), which is similar to the observation made
by Cao et al. [5]. In contrast, thanks to the learned modeling function applied on the relation vector and appearance
feature, it drives the pairwise relation function (see Eq. (1))
to better model the relations and makes the learned relations
target position adaptive in our scheme (bottom row). For a
target position, we observe the feature positions which have
similar semantics are likely to have large relation/affinity
values. This indicates that our attention model has mined
helpful knowledge, e.g., clustering-like patterns in semantic space, from the relations for inferring attention.
2) Channel attention. In Squeeze-and-Excitation module
(SE [18]), they use spatially global average-pooled features
to compute channel-wise attention, by using two fully connected (FC) layers with the non-linearity. In comparison
with SE, our RGA-C achieves 3.0% and 3.7% gain in Rank1 and mAP accuracy. CBAM-C [38] is similar to (SE) [18]
but it additionally uses global max-pooled features. Similarly, FC-C [23] uses a FC layer over spatially average
pooled features. Before their pooling, the features are further embedded through 1 × 1 convolutions. Thanks to the
exploration of pairwise relations, our scheme RGA-C outperforms FC-C [23] and SE [18], which also use global
information, by 1.9% and 3.0% in Rank-1 accuracy on
CUHK03. On Market1501, even though the accuracy is already very high, our scheme still outperforms others.
3) Spatial and channel attention. When both spatial and
channel attentions are utilized, our models consistently outperform using the channel attention alone or using the spatial attention alone.
Parameters. As shown in Table 3, the number of parameters of the scheme RGA-S is less than the NL scheme, while
the number of parameters of the scheme RGA-C is about
2% to 6% larger than other schemes.
Influence of Embedding Functions. We use asymmetric

Non-local Model
RGA-S (Ours)

Table 2. Performance (%) comparisons of our attention and other
approaches, applied on top of our baseline.
CUHK03 (L)
Market1501
Methods
R1
mAP
R1
mAP

Figure 4. Each three subimages visualize the connecting weights
(relation values) from all positions w.r.t three target positions
(marked by red squares), for non-local scheme (top row) and our
RGA-S scheme (bottom row). For the color intensity, red indicates a large value while blue indicates a small one. We observe
that the weights are invariant to the target positions for non-local
model but adaptive in our RGA-S. For a target position, the positions with similar semantics usually have large relation values in
our RGA-S, which reflects clustering-like patterns.
Table 3. Number of parameters for different schemes (Million).
Baseline
25.1

Spatial
Channel
CBAM-S FC-S NL RGA-S CBAM-C FC-C SE RGA-C
26.1
26.9 30.6 28.3
26.4
26.4 27.6
28.1

Table 4. Influence of embedding functions on performance (%).
Model
Baseline
w/o Embedding
Symmetric
Asymmetric (Ours)

CUHK03 (L)
R1
mAP
73.8
69.0
78.6
75.2
79.4
75.2
81.1
77.4

Market1501
R1
mAP
94.2
83.7
95.2
87.3
95.6
87.4
96.1
88.4

embedding functions (see Eq. (1)) to model the directional
relations (ri,j , rj,i ) between node i and node j. We compare
it with symmetric embedding and no embedding in Table
4. We observe that using the feature directly (w/o Embedding) or using symmetric embedding function also significantly outperforms Baseline but is clearly inferior to using
asymmetric embedding. It indicates that the main improvements come from our new design of relation-based attention
learning, in which better relation modeling will deliver better performance. Using asymmetric embedding functions
leaves more optimization space.
Which ConvBlock to Add RGA-SC? We compare the
cases of adding the RGA-SC module to different residual
blocks. The RGA-SC brings gain on each residual blocks
and adding it to all blocks performs the best. Please refer to
the supplementary for more details.

4.3. Comparison with the State-of-the-Art
Table 5 shows the performance comparisons of our
relation-aware global attention models (RGA-SC) with the
state-of-the-art methods on three datasets. In comparison
with the attention based approaches [28, 25, 39, 19] which
leverage human semantics (e.g. foreground/background,
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Table 5. Performance (%) comparisons with the state-of-the-arts on CUHK03, Market1501 and MSMT17.2
Method

Attention
-based

Others

Ours

Original

Baseline

MGCAM (CVPR18) [28]
AACN (CVPR18) [39]
SPReID (CVPR18) [19]
HA-CNN (CVPR18) [22]
DuATM (CVPR18) [27]
Mancs (ECCV18) [32]
MHN-6(PCB) (ICCV19) [6]
BAT-net (ICCV19) [11]
PCB+RPP (ECCV18) [30]
HPM (AAAI19) [13]
MGN(w flip) (MM19) [34]
IANet (CVPR19) [17]
JDGL (CVPR19) [47]
DSA-reID (CVPR19) [43]
OSNet (ICCV19) [51]
Baseline
RGA-SC

RGA-SC

Original

Baseline

RGA-SC

CUHK03
Labeled
Detected
Rank-1
mAP
Rank-1
mAP
50.1
50.2
46.7
46.9
44.4
41.0
41.7
38.6
69.0
63.9
65.5
60.5
77.2
72.4
71.7
65.4
78.6
76.1
76.2
73.2
63.7
57.5
63.9
57.5
68.0
67.4
66.8
66.0
78.9
75.2
78.2
73.1
72.3
67.8
73.8
69.0
70.5
65.5
81.1
77.4
79.6
74.5

Original

Baseline

RGA-SC

Figure 5. Grad-CAM visualization according to gradient responses: Baseline vs. RGA-SC.

human part segmentation) and those [22, 27, 32] which
learn attention from input images themselves, our RGASC significantly outperforms them. On the three datasets
CUHK03(L)/CUHK03(D), Market1501, and the largescale MSMT17, in comparison with all other approaches,
our scheme RGA-SC achieves the best performance which
outperforms the second best approaches by 1.3%/1.3%,
0.8%, and 0.7% in mAP accuracy, respectively. The introduction of our RGA-SC modules consistently brings significant gain over our Baseline, i.e., 8.4%/9.0%, 4.7%, and
6.0% in mAP accuracy, respectively.

4.4. Visualization of Attention
Similar to [38], we apply the Grad-CAM [26] tool to the
baseline model and our model for the qualitative analysis.
Grad-CAM tool can identify the regions that the network
considers important. Fig. 5 shows the comparisons. We can
clearly see that the Grad-CAM masks of our RGA model
cover the person regions better than the baseline model. The
modulation function of our attention leads the network to
focus on discriminative body parts.
We visualize the learned spatial attention mask in Fig. 1.
The attention focuses on the person and ignores the background. In comparison with the attention approach of
CBAM [38] which does not exploit relations, our attention
more clearly focuses on the body regions with discrimina-

Market1501
Rank-1
83.8
85.9
92.5
91.2
91.4
93.1
95.1
95.1
93.8
94.2
95.7
94.4
94.8
95.7
94.8
94.2
96.1

mAP
74.3
66.9
81.3
75.7
76.6
82.3
85.0
84.7
81.6
82.7
86.9
83.1
86.0
87.6
84.9
83.7
88.4

MSMT17
Rank-1
79.5
68.2
75.5
77.2
78.7
75.7
80.3

mAP
56.8
40.4
46.8
52.3
52.9
51.5
57.5

tive information, which benefits from our mining of knowledge from the global scope structural information (where
they present clustering-like patterns in semantic space (see
the bottom row in Fig. 4). Note that we observe that the
head is usually ignored. That is because the face usually
has low resolution and is not reliable for differentiating different persons. More visualization results including those
on different layers can be found in the supplementary.

5. Conclusion
For person re-id, in order to learn more discriminative
features, we propose a simple yet effective Relation-Aware
Global Attention module which models the global scope
structural information and based on this to infer attention
through a learned model. The structural patterns provide
some kind of global scope semantics which is helpful for inferring attention. Particularly, for each feature position, we
stack the pairwise relations between this feature and all features together with the feature itself to infer the current position’s attention. Such feature representation facilitates the
use of shallow convolutional layers (i.e. shared kernels on
different positions) to globally infer the attention. We apply
this module to the spatial and channel dimensions of CNN
features and demonstrate its effectiveness in both cases. Extensive ablation studies validate the high efficiency of our
designs and state-of-the-art performance is achieved.
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